It is the little things that make an impression. Chrome flourishes accentuate and highlight that sexy Jazz attitude. From the spoiler to the classy perforated steering cover, there’s something cool in every corner.
It could be full of attitude but it never compromises on safety. The Honda Jazz, like every Honda car before it, makes sure you stay away from harm in tough driving conditions. Mud guards, corner mouldings and protectors for the door handles means safety in every aspect.
Your Honda Jazz should always shine with attitude. No room then for dirt and mud. Keep these at bay with floor mats, bucket mats all designed smartly to go with that Jazz vibe. The plush stylish seat covers make you want to settle in comfortably and with the connectivity of a Wi-Fi dongle, who wants to leave this nice place.
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Customers can use 2 Mats with Floor Mat as Base and Transparent / Bucket mat on Top.